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CORRIGENDUM
 .Volume 191, Number 2 1997 , in Article No. JA966863, ``Calculations
of Some Groups of Hopf Algebra Extensions,'' by Akira Masuoka, pages
568]588: There is an error in the proof of Theorem 2.1. However, the
correction strengthens the result, removing one of the assumptions.
Namely:
 w x.  .THEOREM 2.1 cf. Kac K . We consider the matched pair C = C , Cn n 2
 v.n vdefined in Example 1.1. Suppose that k s k . Then
Opext kC , kCn=C n , m . .2 n
In the proof, on page 575, line 10, the K-ring map f : A ª A should bez
defined correctly by
yif x s j e x . .  i j /
i , jgZrn
The original f fails to be a coalgebra map. The preceding sentence,
v 2 v .’beginning on line 8, ``There is a square root j of j in k since k s k
 v.2by assumption'' should be deleted, and hence the assumption that k s
k v was superfluous.
In the proof of Lemma 4.3, the proof is missing for the case where ch
k s 2, n s 4. In this case, it should be shown that the data d , u , w cani i i j
2 .be chosen also as trivial, which implies that H S , P s 0. In fact, as in4
 .  .  .  .other cases, d i s 1, 2, 3 can be chosen so. The conditions T , U , V ,i i i j i
 .and W require the remaining data to be trivial.i j
There are two misprints. On page 573, line 15 should read
 Cn=C n.  Cn .``Opext kC , k , Zrn'' instead of ``Opext kC , k C , Zrn.'' On2 2 n
 .page 581, line 14 should read ``This means that every E splits, so
2 .  . 2 .H S , P s 0'' instead of ``This means that every E splits, so H S , Pn 2
s 0.''
This corrigendum is Article No. JA977296.
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